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Wage bill ok expected
WASHINGTON <AP> -Congresssent
to President Nixon yesterday a bill
raising the minimum wage from Jl 60
an hour to $2 30 and bringing 7 million
more persons under its coverage
It would be the first increase in eight
years The raises would begin in steps
on May 1 and be completed by 1978
NIXON IS expected to sign the bill,
although he vetoed a similar one last

year Sen Jacob K Javits |R-N.Y.>
told the Senate that the White House
had advised that the bill would be
signed
At the White House. Deputy Press
Secretary Gerald L Warren said "the
President (eels that this bill is a step in
the right direction " But Warren added
that Nixon will not make a final

decision until the measure is reviewed
by the Office of Management and
Budget
Both chambers of Congress overwhelmingly approved a compromise
version of the legislation within two
hours yesterday, thus ending a three
year effort to increase the minimum
wage
The increases would mean actual

Senate oks migrant labor bill
COLUMBUS iAPi - Migrant labor
camps in Bowling Green-and others in
northwestern Ohio-may have to follow
uniform safety and sanitaryregulations if a bill is approved by the
House
The Senate yesterday approved 28-4
the bill which must go back to the
House for concurrence in a minor
Senate amendment that would make
penalties for violations conform to the
new criminal code.

The measure was one of two
approved in the Senate before the
weekend recess The upper chamber
also concurred in House amendments
to three other bills and approved a
conference committee report on
another
SEN. CLARA Weisenborn. iR-5
Dayton i said the bill governing
migrant labor camps would insure that
all are in safe and January living
facilities

WOMEN petition Moore
asking for fee allocation
WOMEN a campus women's organization that was denied general fee lunding
winter quarter by the Advisory Committee on Ciener.il Fee Allocations, has
submitted a petition for money to I 'Diversity President Hollis A Moore Jr
Aggie Gorup. a WOMEN organizer, said yesterday 1.600 signatures were collected
on the petition in six days during finals week last quarler
No one from the President s Office was available for comment but (iorup said Di
Moore told her he would examine the group's request and the recommendations of
the advisory committee before the April meeting of ihe University Board of
Trustees.
WOMEN ASKED the advisory committee for an allocation of $16,793 which
included $2.170 Sffor a Rape Crisis Center.
However the committee voted 8-3 to deny lunding Some members voiced concern
that WOMEN did not have the necessary qualifications to operate such a center
But Gorup said yesterday the primary goal ol WOMEN was nol to operate a Rape
Crisis Center, but a Women's Center
She said it is hard to tell what Dr Moore will do with the group's request, bul
added that she thought student response to the petition was really good "
She said WOMEN will continue to try to obtain lunding even if no general lee
money is allocated
I suppose we II try to continue our programs and gel money I rum different
channels. Gorup said We II make sure next year we get some money
We feel we deserve money from the general fee. she added
mi
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Streaking:
By Janet Romaker
News Editor
Hear about the inverted streak ?
That s where you run fully clothed
through a nudist camp
To some persons, streaking is a joke.
However, others do not look so lightly
upon those who wildly run naked
across campuses

Dale F. Shaffer, director of
Campus Safety, stands above
the crowd during last quarter's
streaking incident. He says the
University considers streaking
against the law and streakers
would
be
dealt
with
accordingly. By contrast, Miami
University encourages streakers
net to run uptown in their
costumes.
(Newsphoto
by
Daniel HoO

Ol eight Ohio universities surveyed
yesterday policies on streaking range
from harsh to lenient to no
involvement
AT THE UNIVERSITY of Toledo
Ti
anyone caught streaking students, faculty or stall -will be
suspended or expelled, Charles E.
Lovejoy, TU's director ol security,
said yesterday.

Sen.
Harry
Mcshcl
iD JS
Youngstown*. Hid only about 10 per
cent of the camps attracting 20.000
agricultural workers lot .111 average
four months a year give ihe state
trouble
The Public Health Council would
adopt standards .ind regulation! tor all
of the camps and issue the licenses
The state and local departments ol
he. 1I1 h would police them
THE SENATE passed ;I2 0 and sent
back to Ihe House a hill that would sel
up certification oi underground mine
foremen, electricians and lire bosses
Sen Harry Armstrong, iR-17 Logan>
said ihe bill w.is agreed upon by the
United Mine Workers and Ihe coal
industry He said a sharp increase in
deep mining in southeastern Ohio
underscored the need lor the measure
The Senate Agriculture Comer
valion and Environment Committee
took out a provision thai foremen
electricians and fire bosses had to be
U.S. citizens The House, which passed
the measure earlier must approve the
change
The Senate agreed lo minor House
amendments on bills that would
equalize vacation requirements lor
county employees with slate
employees allow persons 62 or older
to vote by absentee ballot, and require
that layoffs ol civil service employees
be made on a seniority basis
If concurred with a conference
committee report thai changed the
name ol urban townships" that adopt
a civil service commission lor police
and firemen to
civil service
commission townships "
Urban
townships, under the bill, are (hose ol
more than 10.000
IMIIIIIUIII
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pay hikes for an estimated 4 5 million
workers A total of 56 million persons
would be covered
THE BIGGEST groups brought
under minimum wage coverage for the
first lime would be 1 million domestic
and 5 million federal, state and local
employees Additional retail store
employees Service industry workers
and farm workers also would be
covered
The minimum wage increases would
be phased in on this schedule
Workers who had coverage before
1966 an estimated 36 million, would
have a $2 floor May 1.12.10 Jan. 1. 1975
and $2.30 Jan 1. 1976
Those brought under coverage by the
1966 act and the present bill. $1.90 May
I. $2 Jan I, 1975. $2.20 Jan. 1. 1976. and
$2 3U Jan 1 1977
Another compromise permits fulltime students to be employed for not
more than 20 hours a week at 85 per
cent of the regular wage floor
The Senate passed the compromise
bill 71 to 19. the House 345 to 50

Dr. Joseph latsfh, acting director of the Cohogo el Health
and Community Services, spoke yesterday ot the college's
coffee hour. He discussed University President Hollis A. Moor*
Jr.'s work in helping establish the college, and also explained
requested programs. (Newsphoto by Joseph Glick)

'Infant college' may grow
With six degree programs, the year-old College ol Heallh
and Community Services is still in its infancy.
Three new programs have been proposed for the upcoming
academic year with several other program ideas in the
planning stage. Dr Joseph K. Balogh. acting director, said
yesterday at the college's first coffeehour
Academic Council Wednesday examined proposals for
three new programs including applied microbiology and
social work programs
One of three inquiries to the college is for a social work
program.'' said Dr. Balogh
HE ADDED THAT social work degree programs are non
existanl In this part of Ohio He also said emphasis is placed
upon a baccalaureate rather than masters degree lor those
entering social work fields
Dr. Balogh said requests for a physical therapy program
almost equal requests for a social work program.
However, he said the college is unable to offer physical
therapy before fall quarter. 1975. He said a major obstacle in
establishing a physical therapy degree program is in
acquiring the expensive equipment required.
"Occupational therapy does not loom too large in our
thinking,
Dr Balogh added He said an occupational
therapy program would not be feasible for two or three years
urn

i
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OTHER NEW PROGRAMS under consideration are art
therapy, gerontology [Study of the agedi and criminal justice
curricula
"The criminal justice program could be gotten off the
ground without adding any staff.'' he said
Dr. Balogh also discussed changes in the pre-dental and
pre-medical programs at the University He said the revised
program calls for emphasis on the behavioral sciences
New programs, however, hinge on availability of funds
" Money becomes scarce with the passing of lime." said Dr.
Balogh He added that the college is operating for its first
two years on money acquired outside the University
What about jobs in the health and community services
fields?
.
.
"LET NO ONE delude himself into thinking the job factor
is unimportant," said Dr. Balogh. "This is where all the jobs
are ."
He also noted a "conspicuous absence of men" in health
careers and emphasized the need for minority group
members in health and community services
The College of Health and Community Services offers
baccalaureate degrees in Child and Family Community
Services. Environmental Health. Medical Dietetics, Speech
Pathology and Audiology and Medical Technology and
masters degrees in Rehabilitation Counseling
11
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Campus police ot Ohio universities
expose policies on naked students
The presidenl at TU has taken a
very dim view ot streakers and he had
made it quite clear that anyone
streaking will bo severly dealt With,"
Lovejoy said "If I catch anyone
streaking who is not a student, he will
be sent downtown lo Ihe police station
and charged with indecent exposure."
He said there have been minor
iactdoli of campus streaking, but no

arrests have been made "We couldn't
get to the streakers in time to be able
to make identifications." he said.
"Before spring break, about 30
males exhibited themselves through
the campus. Some ran down a street
and were almost hit Then they were
struck with a bit of modesty so they
went to their rooms and put on longtailed shirts." Lovejoy said
"When the men didn't get the play
they wanted, they dissipated and this
was before we got there," he
explained. "So there then wasn't
anyone to arrest "
Four University students were
arrested by Campus Safety March 6 for
streaking and charged with public
indecency. Two of these students were
lined $100 each in Bowling Greens
Municipal Court
STREAKING, allegedly a violation
of section 2907.09 of Ohio's Criminal
Code, carries a maximum penalty of 30
days in jail and a $250 fine.
Although the University does not
have a written policy against
streaking. Dale F. Shaffer, director of
Campus Safety, said yesterday that
streaking is against the law He
warned students before spring break
that legal action would be taken
against streakers
At Ohio State University lOSU).
about 16 students have been arrested
lor streaking. John Kleberg, OSU's
assistant director of public safety, said
anyone who streaks is in direct
violation of the public decency code.
"We have made arrests on streakers
and we will continue to arrest those we
catch streaking." he said.
"Several of those students arrested
entered guilty pleas and were then
fined Others posted bond and then
forfeited their bond, Kleberg said
OSU'S POLICY considers streaking
a violation of the law and students
should be aware of the possibility of
being arrested, he said
Harold Wheeler, chief of security at

Akron University, said yesterday that
there has been "quite a bit of streaking
going on at this campus." Six students
have been arrested at Akron's campus
and most have pleaded guilty, he said
"Those who are found guilty have
been given nominal fines and then
those fines are even partially
suspended." Wheeler said.
"We have a definite policy that it we
catch those streakers, we will arrest
them and take them to court where
they will face conviction," he
explained
Arrested streakers at Ohio
University 1OU1 are referred to the
office of judiciaries. Bruce Gaynor.
director of OU's judiciaries said
"We have made about 20 arrests and
these students were given official
warnings which is really a mild form of
punishment." Gaynor said.
He said OU officials look upon
streaking with half smiles "We just
hope this streaking business will go
away," he said.
Gaynor added that he thinks OU will
continue to treat arrested streakers
relatively mildly "Unless things start
to get out of hand, we'll just treat the
streakers as persons with misguided
jubilance."
SECURITY OFFICIALS at the
University of Dayton and Youngstown
State University (YSUi said yesterday
that no arrests have been made on
their campuses, but if streakers can be
identified then arrests would be made.
"We will arrest streakers and treat
them as persons who have broken the
law They will be charged with public
indecency and sent to criminal court."
Timothy Fenlon director of security at
the University of Dayton, said.
He said incidents of streaking have
been very frequent in Dayton with
thousands of students gathering on the
campus lawn to cheer the streakers
"By the time we get to where
streakers have reportedly been,
everyone has split." he said.
"Consequently there hasn't been any

arrests so far "
Gale Mills. YSU's assistant director
of security, said he has made no
arrests on streakers but said that il any
streakers are caught, they would be
taken into custody and charged with
public indecency
"A COUPLEOF weeks ago when a
lot of streaking was going on. we
passed the word that our policy would
be to arrest and convict streakers,"
Mills said "Since then the students
have heeded our words and we haven't
had anymore streaking on campus
Crowds of students gathered on
Miami University's 1MU1 campus
before spring break and shouted
encouraging words to streakers.
Robert Howard, director of MU's
public
information office, said
yesterday
"We've had many incidents of
streaking on campus but we haven't
made any arrests." he said. "Our
policy is to treat streaking as a fad or
prank and we won't meddle with the
streakers as long as they don't offend
the public."
City police divert traffic from the
campus area if students are streaking
so the public doesn't get involved or
upset. Mills said
"We have given the students the
word that if they go streaking uptown,
they might offend someone and get in
trouble for it Otherwise if they are
just running around here on campus,
we let them go." he said
"And besides, we realize that spring
is the season when students get into
that playful mood." he added

Weather
Ctoedy with occasional rain
today. Highs today is the mid aid
■ pper 50s. Showers er
thendertkowers likely tonight and
tomorrow. Lows tonight la the 4ti.
Teralag cooler tomorrow. Highs
hi the 5»i
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memo proves
oil exploitation
While major oil companies continue their massive publicity campaign
to explain why prices are so high, a tell-tale 1968 memo from the
Standard Oil Co. of California recommended that foreign crude oil
production be cut back because of fears of an oil surplus through 1973.
The memo is in the hands of Senate investigators from the Senate
Foreign Relations subcommittee on Multinational Corporations.
The memo is positive proof of big oil's interest in making maximum
profits at the expense of every American. The public is merely a giant
consumer machine that has been forced to pay skyrocketing prices for
gasoline because of big oil's profit motives.
It was assumed by the social economists who drafted the memo that all
the major international oil companies would cut back production because
of a fear that an oil surplus would cause prices to drop, lowering
company profits.
The nationwide average price for a gallon of regular gasoline is about
55 cents, but it is forecasted that prices will increase to between 60 and 70
cents per gallon in coming months.
Even the end of the Arab oil embargo is doing little more than
alleviating gas lines. Hopes that gas prices would drop because of the
embargo's end have been dropped because of Federal Energy Chief
William E Simon's statement that Middle East oil is selling for almost
twice the old prices.
The 1968 memo shows that the oil companies are not really interested
in giving oil to the public at the best possible prices. The primary concern
of big oil is maximum profit.
A spokesman for Standard of California termed the memo "a think
piece." adding that there were no collective determinations ..So it
would be a mistake to salivate too much over this piece of paper."
However, the Wall Street Journal reported that Standard of California
dropped spare production capacity from six million barrels in the early
1960s to zero in 1973 as demand for oil increased and the Arctic oil
development was delayed.
Our opinion is that the memo IS something "to salivate about " While
maintaining that oil production is more expensive and refineries are
running at full capacity, the oil companies have been ripping off the
country in the interests of their own profits.
The oil companies have dropped production, almost doubled their
prices and increased profits tremendously. In the face of that the
companies have the audacity to run one half page advertisements in
major newspapers with heartbreaking stories of why they have it so
tough.
The oil companies are not hurting- -all Americans are suffering from
high prices for gasoline for nothing more than monopolistic greed.

'tough guy' jimmy cogney
Michael E. Skinner
3H"i E. Merry St.
GHII

Sladeat ("•lumnlit

'There's not much to tell you about
acting but this never settle back on
your heels Never relax. If you relax,
the audience relaxes And, always
mean everything you say "
Such was the acting philosophy ol the
little tough guy. James Cagney. And
relax he never did Throughout his 65
films, beginning with the much
acclaimed "Public Enemy" in 1931 and
ending with "One. Two. Three", in
1962. Cagney continued to operate like
a finely oiled machine-standing rigid,
feet spread, head drawn back, arms
glued to his side-reeking of a fierce
determination.
AS MR. CAGNEY walked toward the
stage last March 18 ito the tune of
Yankee Doodle i it was In a well
deserved standing ovation.
George C. Scott, Charleton Heston,
John Wayne, and Governor Ronald
Reagan were among the many
celebrities gathered logelher by the
American Film Institute to pay tribute
to Jimmy and to bestow upon him the
"Life Achievement Award' ,m award

few actors have attained).
As he climbed the stairs to the stage,
he couldn't resist a few quick dance
steps l He looks spry enough at age 70
to do the entire finale number from
"Yankee Doodle Dandee" once again!
While watching the above
proceedings, I couldn't help but wonder
as to the reasons behind Jimmy's
appeal, then as well as now
CAGNEY'S PUBLIC appeal was
easily explained in the early thirties
Moreover, with the Wall Street Crash
and Prohibition both coming to a head
in 1929. the American public was in
both a cynical and rebellious mood
Combined with the rise in organized
crime in the early thirties, these
factors produced a public movie goer
who found an almost obscene sense of
delight in seeing rebellious, anti-good,
money-seeking, down-right corrupt
men such as Dillinger, Capone. and
Madden-all ol these men finding
counterparts in Cagney s movies al one
lime or another
These men were beating the system wrongly, perhaps-but they were

beating the system and well off for
their efforts.
BUT CAGNEY went further in his
films. Unlike the glorified gangster
portrayed by such men as George Raft
and Bogart. Cagney always tried to
bring home to the people the ferocity,
cruelness. and most important, the
futility of a life of crime.
In films such as "Public Enemy"
(19311 and Angels With Dirty Faces"
(1939) Cagney provided an astonded
public a revealing look at how the
gangster evolved* his social
organization, and his gradual seduction
into a life of crime
Although Jimmy did initially
machine gun his way into the hearts of
the American public, he gained
entrance just as well in the late thirties
and forties using his singing, acting,
and light-footed dancing abilities
PERHAPS HIS most memorable
flick, "Yankee Doodle Dandee".<1$42>.
was made in response to a public
accusing Cagney of being a Communist
symphathizer during W W II Cagney
and Cohen proved to be an unbeatable
combination on the screen, which
produced Jimmy s first Oscar

MrowKir

hearst kidnap
"You try to keep your spirits up. but now I'm finally beginning to lose
hope I can't think of any way out of it for Patty now."
These are the words of Catherine Hearst, who with her husband, has
been waiting since February 4 for her daughter's release by the
Symbionese Liberation Army iSLA).
The Hearsts have been meeting the demands of the SLA, but to no
avail The last offer from the Hearst Corp. to donate an additional $4
million to the food giveaway program has received no response from the
SLA
The SLA has proved its point and much of what the organization
sought to achieve through the kidnap of Patty Hearst has been
accomplished It's sad to think of the hate and lack of rationality that
plagues the SLA. to have held Hearst for this long.
All the SLA can accomplish now is to completely alienate Americans
from any and all left wing or liberal causes. By its silence and failure to
return Hearst to her family, the SLA is destroying its own purpose.
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nixon
goes
soft on
crime'

Combined with the humor, however,
lies Mr Cagney's charisma of sureness. confidence, and strength. Moreover, in a very unsure, complex, and
temporarily unstable world, Cagney's
brand of strength and confidence
provides the young person with a
source of tangible stability and
strength.

Thus, a well deserved award was
presented March 18 to a most
deserving man As the man himself,
his acceptance speech was short and to
the point After thanking the AFI and
the many people that he had worked
with over the years, Jimmy had a word
for all those impersonators out there:
"I never said You dirty rat' in any of
my 65 films "
FOR A MAN who always considered
acting as "just a job", it was quite an
evening And, in the words of George
M Cohan "My father thanks you My
mother thanks you And I thank you for
choosing the job' that you did "

'NOW, WE'RE NOT GOING TO BE TfiO. SUCCESSFUL, ARE WE?'

Lerrers
campus police
harassment
can't continue
It seems that police harassment
extends everywhere these days I am a
student ol Carnegie-Mellon University
In Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania, and was
visiting friends in Bowling Green one
weekend in late February.
While walking with my friends from
the student services building to the
library. I had to step quickly to avoid
being struck by a speeding Campus
Safety car iWe were in the parking lot
at the time >.
I MADE some irrelevent comments
about the driver, where upon he
immediately stopped and called the
three of us over The patrolman, badge
number 16. then asked us for college
identification, in a rude manner as il
we were criminals, which we
produced
Number 16 then attempted to justify
his actions by claiming we didn't
appear old enough to be college
students iquite an insult) and that he

hadn't seen us before.
Now. out of 16.000 students it seems
likely in any case that he hadn't seen
my friends before.
THAT DOESN'T make them any less
students ol BGSU, entitled to freedom
from harassment As lor myself, this
was really a bad first impression of the
university, one which I feel was
erroneous
Still, how many others are harassed
in this way'' Campus Safety should look
into this problem Harassment like this
must not be allowed to continue

,

Charles P. Yeager
Student-Carnegie-Mellon
University
Pittsburgh. Pa

'jocks' asking
for
some support
Being a student alBGSC three years
it is apparent that campus facilities for
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EVEN THE entire tough guy" role
seems a little corny and laughter
provoking today

ONE CAN'T help but carry away a
small piece of this strength and
invincibility from viewing a Cagney
flick

Ron Ziegler's remarks at a recent
press conference bore all the marks ol
careful briefing from the presidential
lawyer. James St. Clair

»n l~l.p.,W.„, S.v*.„t V«

Humor, of course, is an essential
reason for Cagney's present day
appeal Moreover, actions such as
Cagney's shoving a grapefruit into his
mistresses' face to assert his rise in
the world, or "drilling" a horse for,
throwing Nails Nathan, a gangland
leader-such actions are today rather
humorous

Moreover, Cagney came across in
his films as a character convinced of
his own invincibility-he never asked,
he commanded Women knew their
places around him. and stayed there
i under the threat of a slap or
grapefruit i

bill for retarded
The Ohio House must pass Ohio Sen. Oliver Ocasek's (D-27) bill to
insure that mentally retarded persons aren't lost in state mental
institutions
The bill was passed by the Ohio Senate Thursday and would require a
grmal hearing for anyone about to be commuted to an institution and
> review a patient's case every 180 days with a comprehensive review
•very two years
The bill is the most viable solution in the wake of the story about the
,-J02-year old woman who was forgotten and left to die in a mental
Institution
There have been several cases of such incidents in this country and it is
about time a bill is passed to make sure it doesn't happen again.
The bill is especially attractive because of the clause providing for
reviews of each case. With reviews the chances of a person being
forgotten inside an institution are slim.
Needless confinement in a mental institution is the lowest form of
human degradement and it is refreshing to see our legislative bodies
working on such a worthwhile bill.

So much for Mr. Cagney's past
appeal. But, more important to us. why
was Hanna Hall packed last quarter for
the showing of Public Enemy'" Why
do the two words "Cagney flick" seem
to produce full dorm TV lounges?
Essentially, what is Jimmy providing
the young person which keeps him
coming back for more"*

The press secretary said it makes no
sense to furnish evidence until the
nature of the charge is spelled outwhal. in general, is an impeachable
offense, and what specific offenses are
alleged''
That has the sound of a criminal
lawyer advising his client. Don't say
anything, make the prosecutors do ail
the charging and proving. "The
government" must prove a crime
under the law; the defendants only
task is to defend
BUT MR. NIXON is also the
government- or a part of it. Mr St
Clair remembers that, when it suits his
purpose-as when he claimed the
President did not have to report
evidence of a crime to law
enforcement officials, since he is one
toae who did precious little enforcing
among those in his circle).
But even as he claims he is defending

"the Presidency" itself. St. Clair
treats his client like any other criminal
defendant when it comes to
surrendering evidence or "protecting
his rights "
There is a marvelous irony in thisthough few of us can enjoy it much at
the moment.
MR. NIXON campaigned in 1968.
1970. and 1972 on the charge that courts
have weakened "the peace forces" by
leniency toward those charged with
crime. Yet here he is. now. using all
the dodges he has in the past
denounced
But even that does not state the case
fairly. Mr. Nixon is claiming a
defendant s rights in a process where

fun-loving basketball players
getting worse by the minute

are

As a case in point on Saturday.
March 2, 1974. 10 of my fellow players
and I went to the Women's gym to play
some roundball On our arrival we
discovered the gym to be locked.
THIS WAS a unique situation
because usually we are thrown out of
th place Most of the time there are
two people playing tic-tac-toe who
have permission by some higher
authority to use the whole gym for such
a physical workout

needs friends
I am a prisoner in Ohio in need of
some friends Hopefully, you will place
this letter in your school newspaper so
that my thoughts can get a wide and
varied exposure and stimulate a
positive response netting me valuable
new friends

So as you can see that Saturday was
a unique experience lor me since we
were locked out instead of thrown out
by some irate checker champion.

MY NAME is Melvyn Davidson
That is only my name for my thoughts
are what is important I am a realist
and have no illusions about myself. I
see all the shortcomings, suffering and
pain in humanity, but I am not a
fatalist as I see also the innate triumph
and glory ol our kind.

I AM WRITING this as a plea to all
fun-loving jocks to express their
discontent with BG's inadequate
facilities Hopefully, we at least will
get some sort of net put up in the
Women's gym. instead of those
straggly impostors hanging there now

I take it from there I am interested
in meeting professional people and
students alike -those who have
thoughts to exchange and who value a
man in friendship, who will remain
loyal and stable throughout the shifting
fortunes of time.

All we jocks are asking for is a little
"support" from our University.

Age. race, sex or creed is no barrier.
If you are as real as I am then write

Mike Gilbert
360 Rodgers
Jim Daugherty
310 Rodgers

Melvyn Davidson
No. 136273

they were always inapplicable.
The President is expected (o
exercise accountability to the people
and the Congress-the Constitution
orders him to report to Congress
regularly on "the state of the nation"
(i.e.. on his executive stewardship over
the laws it has passed i
This accountability is always
expected, even in ordinary
circumstances But an impeachment
proceeding goes far beyond the
normal. It gives Congress the duty to
investigate whether there has been
executive dereliction
THE CONSTITUTION, in giving the
end. must give the means. Now the
President accuses the House Judiciary
Committee of going on "a fishing
expedition -the courtroom slang for
evading rules of admissible evidence.
Well. yes. Congress is fishing-and is
supposed to. What they are looking for
is continuing evidence for fitness to
hold office, not for proof that a crime
has been committed.
The Senate can remove a man from
office, but not punish him for a crime-

Box 787

Lucasville. Ohio 45648

that is why the Fifth Amendment's
protection against double jeopardy at
the law does not apply to a President
removed from office.
HE CAN still be indictefl and tried
and that is the time for him to act like
any ordinary defendant using all
available protections of the law, even
though he has denounced them in the
past
The President must meet higher
standards of accountability, not (as
this President seems to think) even
lower standards than the ordinary
citizen-not to mention the ordinary
thief standing trial for his crime.
He is sworn to uphold the
Constitution, part of which is the
impeachment process.
HIS TASK is not the defendant's
simple one. of defending, but also the
government's one. of revealing all
facts for Congress to consider and to
make its judgment on.
Copyright. 1*74. Universal Press
Syndicate
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Kissinger reports progress
LONDON (AP( - Secretary of Stale Henry A Kissinger headed (or home yesterday declaring he and
Soviet leaders have made
"some progress" toward
solving the complex problem
of limiting strategic nuclear
weapons
"But it is still too early to
form a definitive judgement
as to whether a breakthrough has been achieved."

Kissinger told a news conference.
The secretary spoke after
a round of intensive exchanges with leaders of the
British government on
American-European
and
American-British relations
Earlier,
a
senior
American official reported
that Soviet proposals
submitted to Kissiniger in
Moscow for a new agreement on the limitation of

Campus Safety to auction articles
The lost and lound department of Campus Safety has been
swamped with unclaimed articles from parts of campus
These articles are held 90 days by law and then are
auctioned off
Graig DeCrane of the Student Activities Office yesterday
said unclaimed lost and found articles will be auctioned
April 23 between 3-3 30 p m All proceeds will go to charity

strategic weapons fell far
short
of
American
requirements.
He said the "conceptual
breakthrough
that
Kissinger was looking for
evidently failed
to
materialize.
KISSINGER
told
newsmen that he and the
Soviet leaders had found it
difficult to establish standards of comparison on which
to base "the qualitative and
quantitative changes" that
would have to be involved in
a new agreement limiting
nuclear arms.
But he said that the degree
of comparison was on of the
issues that would have to be
determined
in follow-up
talks in Washington and in
Geneva

The senior V S. official
had said earlier President
Nixon still plans to go ahead
with a summit meeting with
Leonid I Brezhnev. Soviet
Communist party leader, in
Moscow next June

Courts lit

DvniM Dartt, junta*
(AAS), may b* •
dtltgall
le
lh«
Democratic
forty'*
midterm convention In
December If the win*
enough vote* In the
May primary. Dartt I*
the only woman and
student vying fee the
pott in the fifth
district. (Newtphet*
by Joseph Glkk)

The Presidents Office through the Dean of
Students has announced
that the tennis, basketball and paddleball
courts at the easj end of
campus
now are
equipped with lights for
night playing
Some lights are coin
operated and some are
operated on I'mversity
timers

newsnotes
KSU trial
CLEVELAND (APi - A Justice
Department
spokesman
said
yesterday it is unlikely a federal
grand jury will produce a written
report on its probe of the 1970
shooting deaths of four Kent State
University students by Ohio National
Guardsmen
The jury, still undecided on what
action to recommend when it returns
it findings to lederal court, will
resume today the closed-door
deliberations in which it is to reach
its decision
The lengthy discussions, which by
today will be in their third day. are
"longer than typical." the spokesman
said He said civil rights juries
usually reach their decisions in less
than a day
Asked why he doubts that the jury

will write a report, the spokesman
said that legal scholars and courts
generally frown on reports by
themselves "
A report "could be critical of
named individuals without giving
them opportunity in court to respond
to that criticism." he said.

American Oil Company Aramco.
operating in Saudi Arabia under
ownership of four American Oil
companies.
'"a
monopoly
arrangement."

Monopolies

COLUMBUS (APi - Rep Charles
E
Fry i R-75. Springfield I said
yesterday he would stop the practice
of kickbacks from deputy auto
registrars if he is elected governor

Kickbacks

WASHINGTON lAPl . Sen Frank
Church iD-Idahoi called yesterday
for a break-up of international oil
monopolies
Nothing would be healthier for the
oil consumers ot this nation than to
inject a goodly measure of
. competition into a system that now
lacks it." Church declared on the
basis of testimony belore the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee on
multinational corporations
Church called the Arabian

Student seeks delegate seat

Fry. who is seeking the Republican
nomination, said every Ohioan who
buys an auto license plate is
"contributing to the Democratic
Party one way or another "
Fry. a former FBI agent, said the
practice isn't confined to the
Democratic party.
"Jim Rhodes was doing the same
thing John Gilligan is doing." he said

A University student has
announced her candidacy for
a delegate seat at the
Democratic
Midterm
Convention to be held in
December in Kansas City.
Denise Dartt. junior
us >. said yesterday she is
the youngest candidate
running for a convention
seat and is the only student

• •• •••••••••••••

For Life that's more than just living,
get acquainted with Jesus Christ!

APPLICATIONS FOR

CHRIST THE SAVK» EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
252 S. Main St., Bowling Green

}

laat *na> M »«,. tmtt, Seed ad Mb OjM Ml «i

For personal counsel see

*
*

John Alan Krueg*r, Pastor
805 Kiotl Road, Phone 352-3545
Or Call CHRISTLINE, 352-0379

DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE
OF VOTER AWARENESS
CAN BE PICKED UP

Approved at the 1972
National Convention, the
midterm convention is the
first ever held by the
Democratic party
DARTT SAID delegates

will review procedures used
at the 1972 convention and
revise
the
McGovern
platform. The midterm will
save time, she said, by
establishing procedures to
be used at the 1976
convention
Dartt. a recently elected
Student Body Organization

steering
committee
member,
was co-coordinator of the campus
McGovern campaign in 1972.
She said she gained valuable
experience from the
campaign,
especially
concerning "what is good
political procedure and what
is bad."

Socialist chairwoman to speak

UAO Cardinal Room
Auditions

Debby Bustin. chairwoman of the Socialist Workers Party
1974 campaign committee, will speak at8p m Sunday in 112
Life-Sciences Bldg.
. 'ffcstfn, who appears on President Nixon's enemies list.
wirftHSrtS* Watergate and the energy crisis.

Tues. & Wed. April 2 & 3
7-9 p.m.

AT THE UNION
• •••••••••••••••

UAO PRESENTS

and woman running from
the fifth district
Four
candidates are vying for the
two district seals, she said.

She was active in the anti-war movement during 1971-72
and coordinated the series of demonstrations that led to
ratifying the Equal Rights Amendment in Georgia.
Her speech is presented by the Young Socialists Alliance
and Cultural Boost

Sign up in UAO Office
2-2343

STREAK

COUNT BASE & HIS ORCHESTRA

ON OVER TO

SUNDAY, APRIL 7,8 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM - UNION

THE DEN

TICKETS
$4 General Reserved
$3 General Admission

— Pick Up An Official
B.G.S.U. Streaking Team
T-Shirt or Jersey

AVAILABLE AT UAO OFFICE 22343
3RD FLOOR UNION

FREE RAP SESSION 6:00 MAIN AUD.-UNIV. HALL

CALL

352-5166
Z03 N. MAIN

available in all colors —

NOW

Love tap.

THE DEN

Nobody

goes to France
just to ride
the railroads.

From one beer lover to another.

Sophomores And Juniors
wlieti ilk-vow <dK'>y»'T there and want in gel horn
• •-••• line toil* netf.theway lliey gel around is by tram
Hie fact i* French train* give you more than c<mi
'•art and toiiveiiience. more than speed and a wwd<M
■ -n tin- world They give you value Fur even m a dav
wl»v'i filrtuM ewrvlhing is going up except the dollar
Trench trains are \till one of live greatest transportation
(HAMM the world
Because distances from Pans are shun French
trains go everywhere To the medieval mysteries of
NfettriK < 16.* miles $13501 and Carcassonne (503
miles x41 <NM To the Provence of Gaughm and van
Oigh <4H6 antes. iW 501 Tolhe vmeyardsoflheCote
dOr '220 miles >1H50, and the sparkkng sun of the
Gjte d'Amr (66U miles. S53501 To castles and cathe
drals To Alps and oceans To monuments of the
Romanesque and Renaissance To all the hidden cor
tiers of a country haunted by history and ennched by
lentunes of crvilaaDon
Pans of course is Pans But France is more AIKI
it s all connected by 25(110 miles of track mote than
4 INI) stations and many hundreds of sleek swifi trains
llial will pamper you leed you. even bed you down
While ihey whisk you from here to anywhere in no more
ikin a feu relaxing hours
So if you really *dnl u • see Fraice. see France by
II.IIM Ainl^i*lHMei(rfiiriiiK.ilgre.tttr.iwlr.inU- WrnUIVJT

VHire at it. ask about our other travel bargains —a 1st
Class huraitpass. or the 2nd Class Student Railpass For
tickets and reservations, get in touch with your travel
agent, or nearest French National Railroads office 610
Fifth /Venue. New York 10020 11 East Adams Street.
Chicago 60603 9465 Wilshire Blvd . Beverly Hills
90212 323 Geary St San Francisco 94102. 2121
Ponce de Leon Blvd . Coral Gables 33134 Also in
Toronto and Montreal
Please send me literature describing how to get the most
value out of my tnp to France
Name_
Address
City

_

.Stale

.Zip

Dent 7 ft•**)Bohemia. NY 11716

IF

Frmch FtrionH Rjdlroad*

Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you are majoring in science or
engineering and nuclear power
interests you,
The Navy will assist you in financing
your education for the next year or

ML
"" -^

STPK
^—

'%'

id
W-

■ ■ ■-

two.
As a senior, you may earn as much as
$540 a month.
See the Navy Officer Information
Team at University Hall on April 3-5,
1974 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ffl

^r ^m VM j^^^Kk P^^^

^^M
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Watergate subpoena deadline today
WASHINGTON (APt The Senate Watergate
committee s long-run quest
for five White House tape
recordings surfaced again
yesterday even as President
Nixon prepared to answer a
subpoena Irom the special
Watergate prosecutor
And
presidential
spokesman Gerald
L

subpoena
from
special
prosecutor Leon Jaworski
asking additional documents
and possibly tapes.

Warren refuted to discuss
further whether some of the
42 taped
conversations
requested by the House
impeachment inquiry might
not exist

Jaworski s office would
not comment on whether the
issue will be carried to court
should the White House
refuse to comply

NO ONE at the White
House would say whether
the President will comply,
by today's deadline, with the

The subpoena required an
answer by March 25 but
Jaworski
extended
the
deadline to today at the
request ol White House
counsel James D. St. Clair.
The men or their staffs have
been negotiating all week

TO EACH SHOW

47 Aalrologieal >i«n

Bowling Green pageant to open
Want to compete in the Miss Bowling Green Pageant?
The pageant offers $900 is scholarships to women who
meet the competition criteria

NOW PLAYING
FRIDAY-7 304 10:15
SAT A SUN. - 200. 445, 7:30 & 10:15

CINEMA I

Participants must be 18-28 years old. residents ol Wood
County and never been married
Interested applicants should call the Bowling Green
Chamber ol Commerce. 352-7945. or Mrs Roger Molten 3522064

10 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
including-BEST PICTURE! BEST ACTRESS!
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS! BEST DIRECTOR!

ALL SEATS-J3.00

411 Capital of
Ta.roania.

Only Stating Capacity

Daddy: Sp.
Mra. Hobby.
With great apeed.
Weather word.
Rider on ■ carriage horae.
60 Sicilian landmark.
61 Do • tallor'a job.

WILLIAM PETER BLATTYS

THE
EXORCIST

Special Road Show
Engagement
SORRY-NO PASSES

62 Author Peton.
63 Viewed.
64 Playground
equipment.
65 Beverage.
DOWN

r

5 Saturday! Sunday Continuous Performances—2:00,4:45,7:30 1015

: 10 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
•

INCLUDING - BEST PICTURE! BEST ACTOR! BEST DIRECTOR!

composer.

Melville novel.
Long for.
A nctitloua Lulu.
Hut.
Mall from ■
vacationer.
7 Cowboy Cene

53 Regiater the
votea of.
54 Poetic lament.
55 Farm building.
56 Amphibian.
57 City near 60
Acroaa.

59

de dcui.

8 Canaata card.

9 Rlchardaon or
Cielgud.
a
10I Per
"'aeyerer.
11 British Air Secretary in 1940.
12 Tool for boring.
13 Increaaea.
18 Wardroom meal.
21 Mud volcano.
23 Floor cleaner.
24 jump.
25 Ravel.
26 Young horae.
28 Describing aome
telling veltelt.
30 Robin', friend.
32 Pronoun.
33 Fan club here.
35
37
41
45
46
48

Liberian native.
Kim', laat name.
Supper acrap.
Drett.
Actreaa Arlene.
Julia Ward and
Ella..
49 Egg-ahaped.
50 City on the
A are.

by Garry Trudeau

W&
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PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
REDFORD

is now accepting applications from neat, well groomed individuals Positions available: hostesses, waitresses,
waiters, cocktail hostesses and bartenders

I

ROBERT
SHAW

2009 So. Reynolds
Toledo, Ohio

•"HIE STING"

A GtOBOf K> HU IIM

»-**'

^

Equal Opportunity Employe'

^^

Httll'itf1

The Crypt Coffeehouse
Live entertainment.
refreshments Free and open to all. Bring your
friends Tonight from 8-12 p.m. in the basement of the
UCF Center
Saturday. March 30.1974

(Pool table, Pinbollmach.. Fireplace, Color TV,
Kitchen Facilities)

* IndOOr POOl (locker rooms)

• Gas Heating & Air Conditioning
• Utilities Paid, •»<•-*•i.ctrMty

Cable TV — Food Waste Disposal - Gas Ranges
Refrigerator/Freezer — Wall to Wall Carpeting
Laundry Facilities in each Building
Village Wide Security System For Undisturbed Privacy

Fall-On a 4 Person Rental Basis
$

12 or 9 mo. Lease

00

65

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE SPECIAL
JUNE 15 TO AUGUST 30th - $300.00
FOR COMPLETE APARTMENT
SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5 - SHERWOOD

erPperson
e.s
Pper

The Bowling Green Slate University Power Volleyball
Team will host George Williams College tonight at
7:30 p.m. at Anderson Arena, in a best of five game
match. Free and open to the public

1 or 2 f. to room with
male 382-0143.

United Chriitian Fellowship will hold Contemporary
Worship Services today at 11:00 a.m. in the Chapel of
the UCF Center at 313 Thurstin.

WANTED - Individuals
who experience difficulty
expressing their thoughts
and feelings in a comfortable and effective
manner to participate in
an assertive training
study. Contact Dr.
Kirschner at 3721301 or
352-4084 after 1:00 p.m.

Monday. April 1.1974
Student Bridge Lesson Series begins tonight in the
Wayne Room of the Union at 7:00 p.m All enrolled
students should pay in the UAO office ahead of time if
possible
The Student Council For Exceptional Children will
hold a business meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. In the
Pink Dogwood Suite of the Union. A speaker from
Camp Courageous will talk about summer camp
activities Applications for officers for next year will
i be accepted.

Student Council for Exceptional Children will bold a
meeting today at 5 30 p.m. in the Tall Room of the
Union. All persons going to the National Convention
must attend this meeting Bring check book. Any
questions, call Dug. 2-3433
.

Riders wanted Anyone,
anywhere between Bryan
and B.G. close to Route
6. Call 636-1764 or write
CM. Long. 807 E Wilson
St. Bryan. Ohio 43501
HELP WANTED

••

2 men to live in Haven
House Apts. next year
Call Rick - 352-6987, Tom.
372-4447.

The BGSl' Sailing Club will hold a meeting tonight at 7
p.tn In 203 Hayes Hall

Need a ride? Go in style
I speed by flying. Call
Dave 352-8*50 for more
Info

-

Needed Now, f roommate 140 a month. 302 S
Proapect. HUTU.

1 person for spring. Own
room ISO mo 352-50*5

RIDES

853 NAPOLEON RD. - PHONE 352-6248

Used bicycle, cheap. 3528986. keep trying

Sunday. March 31,1874

There will be a Women's Tennis Club Meeting today
at 4:00 p.m. in room 100 of the Women's Building
Anyone interested is welcome.

Hours: 9-12, 1-5 Mon.-Fn„ Sat. 1-5

Cherry
Hill
Village

teaching that qtr?
Please call 372-5837.

Friday. March 29,1»74

• Two bedrooms completely furnished apt.
PfirTV
T

-<m>~ CL3SSIFIED *w*
CAMPUS CALENDAR

(Management in (htnrr%i

FfJ n TQ S TIC

imwAw[

(Across Irom Soulhuyck Mall)

iiomcaw < numnu noun pa

Cherry Hill
•

AHJWtt 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

SI "Cood-bye"

1 Canooniil Al.

2
3
4
5
6

-M

NOW PLAYING
FRIDAY - 7=30 & 10=15

: ^EEESSar

"The attorney general has

.
DOONESBURY

D.r.c«d b,WILLIAM FRIEOKIN

OJllI ''O*" •Vjfntji Bios ^B

CINEMA n

Thai brought a heated
response from Sen. Sam J.
Ervin Jr. iD-N.C.I
chairman of the committee.

34 Yield.

51
52
53
58
59

Will be Sold
NO ONE SEATED
AFTER PERFORMANCE
STARTS.

violated
his solemn
agreement that he made
before his confirmation mat
he would leave all matters
related to Watergate to
special prosecutor Leon
Jaworski.'' Ervin said

demand for the five tapes.

Copr 11 Gen I Feature* Corp

FOR ALL PERFORMANCES
TICKETS ON SALE
60 MINUTES PRIOR

Members ol a rape crisis program in Fort Wayne. Ind
will present three programs in dormitories Sunday
The group will be ;it McDonald Easl Lounge Irom 4-5
p m . Founders Kasl Lounge Irom 7-9 p m and Harrow
Colleehousefrom 9 30-10.30p m
The program will examine the legal, social and
psychological consequences ol rape as well as discuss what
can be done lo prevent it The program is sponsored by the
Residence Programsollice

The Justice Department
entered
the
Senate
Watergate committee's suit
in the U.S. Court of Appeals
yesterday with a friend-ofthe-court brief urging a
rejection of the committee's

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE LIKELIHOOD is
that it deals with campaign
contributions and the
handling of funds, including
the administration's settling
of an antitrust suit against
ITT. and the milk industry's
winning a rise in price
supports

ACROSS
1 Search high .nd
low.
5 Ankle covert.
10 Type of nig.
11 French friend.
15 Beautiful
creature.
16 Circuit.
1? Man ol mail.
19 Shakeapeerean
villain.
20 Item recorded
tardily.
21 Mrt a I faatener.
22 Remain.
23 Creatora.
24 Part of ■ word:
Abbr.
2? Short for a air I'.
name.
28 Actreaa Ncari.
29 Turk', head, for
example.
31 Chineae "apoon."
36 Gem State.
38 Be indiapoied.
39 Large Ira duck.
40 Draft animal.
42 Buatle.
43 Poet.
44 Angry.

Rape lectures set for Sunday

:

The indications came
from Jaworski's complaint
to the Senate Judiciary
Committee last month in
which he said he had gotten
nowhere with six requests
for documents dating to

It is known only that the
subpoenaed material does
not bear on the grand jury's
investigations
of
the
Watergate cover-up or the
Ellsberg burglary in which
indictments have
been
returned

LEGAL SECRETARY
We are looking for someone with good skills who
enjoys responsibility and
thrives on variety. Experience preferred bat
enthusiasm counts too.
Fall or part time now,
full time by June. No
short timers please. Call
36X415
Go-Go dancer, over II.
11)0 - ? per week. 4359879
Babysitter an did fuU
time or shifts. 1-4

Monday - Friday for 1
infant. Call 352-6143 after
8 p.m.
Plxsa makers and delivery people wanted.
Apply In person to
Pagllai's, 10M South
Main St.
Position available. Law
Clerk. Local B.G. Law
Firm seeking person
interested in 1 yr. experience In various fields of
law prior to attending
law school. Some typing
required.
Interested
persons contact 353-5615

One male needed to
sublet spring quarter,
one block from campus.
352-6048.
Girl to share apt Own
room, 'i block from
campus. 352-5751.
1 fern rmmt. for spr.
qtr 351-5751 or 351-4135
1 roommate for spring to
sublet house; own room;
$150, call 354-1331
Need 1 m to sublet apt.
(=heapl&ull»>T>lt.
Need roommates this
quarter ISO month 352
8143
1 f. rmmt. April-June
Own room. M0 mo. 3521115
1 male rmmt. for 1174-75
school year. Call 5528071

tSUVKXiQmMMD
SENIOR PORTRAITS
CALL HAGER STUDIO

1 m rmmt waded to
share apt. at 150 mo 3520374

Abortion Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-14 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect M hour service.
ltMM-1167.

1 f. needs to find apt. to
shar w others for next
Fall qtr only Have a
rmmt who'll be i

INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East. The Far

WANTED
Fern
roomie Immediately at Cherry HUI.
3uH>17».

East, Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go Phone us toll-free.
14 hours a day, at iSOOl
223-5589
1

Need to talk? Decisions'
Call us at EMPA for
pregnancy aid. 352-6236
M. 11-1. TWR 6 30-9.30.
F34.
Abortions: For free
Information and referral,
call AFP 10 . a nonprofit organization at
1102)785-1077.

'88 BMW, 2-door. stick,
no rust, economical ■
11450 Ph 351-8749.
1971 Subaru - excellent
cond 33 miles gallon •
11300 firm 352-5667
1987 VW Camper Bus.
11000.311-7611 after 4
10x50 Mobile Home in
good condition 655-3792
Penlax camera with case
and 135 mm lens with
case Good condition Ph
3S3-3836after6pm

PERSONALS

1973 Fisher 35, 100 watt
amp with turntable,
tuner, and XP66C
speakers MOO or best
offer Call 352-6951

Streaking Team Tee's
and Jerseys. Official
B.G.S.U. Team Transfer
available in all colors at
The Den

RCA 16 inch Color TV. 8
months old. excellent
condition Cost new 1320.
must sacrifice for 1225
Randy 352-0866

Congratulations and Best
Wishes to Gayle and
Mark and their engagement AX's

Honda 305 just tuned,
new rear brake and tire
Make offer. 317 N
Summit or 352-6832

Gamma Phi's Thanx for
a bare of a tea The Phi
Taus.

FOR RENT

Students parking cars at
Trinity United Methodist
Church. NOTICE. You
are welcome to park free
from 8:00 a.m. to 8 p.m.
daily, but cars MUST
vacate the parking lot
after 1 p.m. There will be
NO weekend parking at
all except for church
business Violators will
be towed away at owners
expense after April 1.
1174.

Apartment to sublet
spring quarter 2 bdrms..
unfurn, 8185 mo. For
information call 352-9378.

The Crypt Coffeehouse
will re-open Friday at I
p.m.. with Sam Wenger.
Bob Kinsley, and
Manitoba Jim Kohring
on the banjo. 311
Thurstin in UCF
basement.

Now Renting For Fall
Qtr.. Furn. 2 bed. 2
baths, $225 mo 3 occupants. 8240 mo. 4 occupants. 1 bed furn 2
adults 1170 mo Prices
are for a 9 mo lease.
beat It water furn., lower
prices for 1 year lease
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 3524394 or 1-893-9982 collect

Congrats AEPi's on your
All-Frat
B Ball
championship.
Scuba Class openings 100
level. Than. 4 Sun.
nites Go to drop-add.
Reserved seats for Carpenters, two front row
and two tenth row seals.
Randy. KUm.
FOR1ALE
Dual 1118 turntable and
HK 1000 cassette deck
372-5079

NICE 4 bdrm. apt for 5
or 6 mature co-eds,
summer L fall, 1 block
from campus. 1 bdrm.
apt for married couple.
fall 352-7056 after 5
2 bedroom apt available
for spring qtr. Call 3529378

Apartment to sublet
spring quarter. 2 males
165 mo. For information
call 351-9378
1 bedroom, air-conditioned, carpeted, downtown. June I. 352-7763
Apartment to sublet
spring quarter. 2 bdrms,
lVa baths (85 mo For
information call 352-9378.

V
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'Service through Friendship'
Their motto is "Service
through Friendship." That
hi what the 64 sisters of
Omega Phi Alpha, national
service sorority, strive to
achieve with each project
and fundraising drive they
undertake
One of their projects
begins at 9 tonight with a
beer
blast featuring
Harmony
Discord
in

"» thought th«y wm
luppond
lo
b«
orange," moy hov«
b««n
gradual*
omilanl Craig Fuii'»
observation
at
ho
check*
o
baclarial
culture in a pathological microbiology clou.
(Nowiphoto
by
Jowph Glick)

Kreischer party room
Proceeds from the SI
admission go to combal
muscular dystrophy
The beer blast is one way
the women serve in a community-oriented rapacity
During various holidays
the women visit the elderly
and decorate trees at Wood
County and Manley nursing
homes

University presidents
to discuss calendar
College costs and the
upcoming
academic
calendar are the topics of
discussion when University
President Hollis A Moore
Jr. and Douglas Bugie.
Student Body Organization
(SBOi president appear on
a WBGl'-TV special next
week
"HMinthePM aWBGl
monthly special, will be
broadcast live at 7 30 p m
Monday on Channel 57

Three concerts set next week

Dr Duane K Tucker,
general manager of WBGl'TV. will interview Dr
Moore and Bugie during the
hall -hour
program.
including a quest ion-and-answer period for viewers
Viewers may call
in
questions tor the guests by
dialing 372 0121
The program also will be
carried on Channel 7 on the
University s closed-circuit
system

THEIR

WASHBOARD

band has performed for both
nursing homes, and the
Woodlane Children's Home,
said Omega Phi Alpha
president
Kitty
Dillon,
senior. I-:.I •
Guiding blind persons on
campus, babysitting for
professors' children and
assisting with the publicity
for and lunction of the
bloodmobile when it is on
campus are other service
activities
TWO MAJOR projects
face the sorority this spring
As their national service
project, the women will
bring an Kaster service into
one of the local nursing
homes
Plans for a llea market
May 8 between Hayes Hall
and the Union are in the
organizational stages
"Our girls will make
things to sell for the flea
market." said Dillon We'll
then charge a $5 entrance
fee tor organizations, such
as tratermties. sororities,

gg IT ii: ninrH
PETHHOP
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I01IS MAIN BOWIING GREEN. O
Three concerts in one
week at this University?
Unbelievable as it sounds
the Carpenters Baihman
Turner Overdrive and Count
Basie all are presenting
concerts here next week
Karen and
Kichard
Carpenter will be at
Anderson Arena at 8 p m
Thursday singing the soft
sounds that have become
their trademark
A chorus of children from
Bowling Green grade
schools will accompany the
Carpenters in "Sing." a
recent hit
The Carpenters have won
M gold records and three
Grammy Awards
A limited number of
general admission tickets
may be purchased for $4 or
$5 at the Union Ticket
Office
RESCHEDULED from
March 8. Bachman Turner
Overdrive will appear in
concert at Anderson Arena
Friday About 350 tickets at
$4 25 each are available at
the Ticket Office for the 8
p.m concert
A rap session at 6 p in and
concert at 8 p m Sunday
April 7. will leature Count

audio
STEREO TAPES
8-track & cassettes
• over 1000 rock &
popular titles
• only $1.75 each
• free brochure
write AUDIO LOOP CO
DEPT2I5 PO BOX 43355
CLEVELAND OHIO 44143
BARGAIN MATINEES!
SUNDAY-OPENING TILL
340-ALL SEATS S1.00
CLA ZEL

Basie. a major ligure in jazz
music for more than 40
years
Sponsored by the School ot
Music and the Union
Activities Organization with
assistance grants from the
National Endowment lor the

the Waldorf-Astoria. New
York
Tickets for the concert are
*3 and J4 at the Union Ticket
Office and at the door Both
rap session and concert will
be in the Grand Ballroom.
Union

Arts, the rap session and
concert feature a band that
has set two precedents
The Basic band was the
first lo play a command
perlormanie for the Queen
of England and the first
black jazz band to play at

"LARGEST PET SHOP IN OHIO"

(419)354-9603

(419)353-0503

GRAND OPENING
MARCH 30th TO APRIL 7th

15% OFF ON DOGS!

&XCU&
ham

t

c/»u6/t etiftte

f f/tf£*PPLE
rt*l(y dtlicious fi
s

3.00

12'

16"--*4.50

$200 Qpp

Friday, March 29th

6:00 and 10:30 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

Saturday, March 30th

Saturday, March 30th

8:15 p.m.
$1.00 with I.D.

6:00 and 10:30 p.m.
$1.00 with I.D.

EVE. AT 7:15 4 9:35
SAT.-SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.

COLD BEER,
WINE, POP
FRESH BAGELS.

WITH:

"IN THE
DAIRY QUEEN
BLDG."

* Weekend Specials*

PEPSI

8PACK
16 02.
RETURNABI.ES

NOW

PLUS DEPOSIT

REGULAR $1.25

FRITO'S
CORN CHIPS
(r«g.57«)

$ 00

2/ l
»«*Ji¥rSO»- Tio*>axo"'

«fjfj"

I

1»

CAIN'S
POTATO CMPS

ROLD - GOLD
PRETZELS

(rat 5*)

(r«g.47f)

2/Moo

3/$l°°

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248
HOURS 9-13, 1-5 MON-FRI SAT 1-5

9-9 Daily, 1-5 Sunday

OPEN FRI.-SAT.
SUN. ONLY

AN ORGY OF TERROR!
Half man
half beast

/eep/the.. UlGnTOF

RARE BIRD
HANDLER'S
WANTED
THE NAVY OFFICER INFO
TEAM WILL HAVE A T-34
"ACROBATIC" TRAINER
AIR CRAFT ON CAMPUS

a cult of

THE TEAM WILL BE GIVING FREE
DEMONSTRATION RIDES TO ALL MEN
WHO QUALIFY ON THE NAVY AVIATION
APTITUDE TEST - NO OBLIGATION OF
COURSE.
You Can Wear Glasses and STILL Fly!
Pilot - 20/20
NFO - 20/200

IN THE NEW MAIN AUDITORIUM
SECOND FLOOR UNIVERSITY HALL

CELEBRATE SPRING!!

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.

WITH THIS AD DURING THE
GRAND OPENING!!!

. TMiaint .

NOW PLAYING

IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

QN D0Q GR00M|NG

"BILLY JACK"!"GODSPELL"
Friday, March 29th

■ "Anyone who wants to
serve other people is
eligible That is our main
stipulation." said Schlegel

IN-STORE SPECIALS AND GIVE-AWAYS!

OPEN 7:00 SHOW 8:00

The Campus Movie Committee of the Union
Activities Organization is pleased to
present:

woman must put in IS hours
on service projects to attain
membership
She also must maintain
the 15-hour level each
quarter to remain a
member, said Schlegel.
Interested women who are
in good standing with the
University
and not
graduating in June can
attend any of the following
information nights
-March 31. 9 p.m. in
forum of Student Services;
-April 1. 7 p.m. in White
Dogwood Suite of the Union.
Union.
-April 2 7 p in in Taft
Room of the Union.

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL

10% OFF ON DOG SUPPLIES!

352-5221

DOMINO'S PIZZA

honoraries. and clubs who
want to sell at it
"Any money from items
which they sell, plus the
entrance fee money and the
money we make, will all go
to the American Cancer
Society." said Dillon
ALL IS not work,
however, assures Dillon
"We have a number of social
activities The upcoming
fifties dance we have with
the
men's
service
fraternity.
Alpha Phi
Omega, is one of them "
"We try to do so much
and there's not enough
people to do it." said Diane
Schlegel. junior. lEd > She
is in charge of Omega Phi
Alpha s pledge program
Their pledge period lasts
eight or nine weeks, said
Schlegel During that time a

HOW'S YOUR BODY DOING?
FREE BODY PARTS TO THE FIRST
100 ADMISSIONS EACH NIGHT.

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR MAJOR, IF THE
NAVY AND NAVAL AVIATION SOUNDS
APPEALING, TALK TO THE INFO TEAM
AND TAKE A FREE PLANE RIDE. (FRESHMAN THRU SENIORS MAY APPLY)

Talk to the Team April 3-5,1974 at
University Hall from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

If ^jgyQOTajyBOT^ySWMP^

^ :rj: ^-rj: >ro mr TJJ TT IT? ajHrjHTjsj

"WE'RE GOING TO GIVE YOU AN
OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE."

'-!

Preferred Properties has exactly what you've E
been looking for. Houses and Apartments now E
leasing for spring, summer, and fall.
[
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE - JUNE 15 TO
AUGUST 30 $300 FOR COMPLETE APARTMENT.

g

Fantastic Party House, indoor Pool, Health Spa membership all included.

jjj

Rental Office - 602 6th Street

352-9378 8

V
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Stickers entertain Irish
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor

Two Falcon locrostamon batik far th» boll again** Aihland
College in a match lad Maten. Tomorrow the Falcons will
opon ilt 1974 homo toaton entertaining Noire Dame ol 7
p.m., ol Doyl I. Porry Field. II the field it unplayable, Ihe
game

will

bo hold on Ihe field

behind

the Ice

Arena.

(Newiphoto by Tom Lindon)

Southern trip 'helpful;'
golfers travel to OSU
Bv Dick Rees
Staff Writer
Although
tin'
si ores
weren't the best. Bowling
Green s
gull
team
accomplished many things
on their southern trip during
spring break
I think wegol adjusted to
traveling The freshmen got
a
chance
in
college
competition we worked out
kinks in our games and we
got the team thinking and
playing as a team,
said
Falcon link mentor John
Piper about his squad s per
formanre in North Carolina
And now with those things
undei
then
belts
the
Falcons will attempt to
improve their 44 record
when the\ take to Ohio
State s Scarlet and Graj
course tomorrow in an 8 :iti
a m starter
Host Ohio Slate will send
its second team .igainsl Ohio
University and the L'nivei
sily ol Cincinnati along with
the Falcons
BG'S RF.COFU) is based
on then linish at the Duke
tourney The Falcons placed
tilth among nine schools

Therefore then 4 4 record
is derived trom the tail that
lour schools finished ahead
of BG and the Falcons
placed
ahead
ol
loin
schools
The Red Fo\ tournament
in which ihe Falcons placed
ninlh in a field ol ill teams
was not counted in the
oflicial records
"That's the toughest goll
course I ve evei been on
I'ipei said about Ihe Bed
Fox
layout
It s
rated
among the lop lOOcoui -is mi
the country " he added
Junior
co captain
Ken
Wallers led the Falcons at
the Bed Fox event with an
80 :i
average
lor
three
rounds
BG s
other
co captain
Mark McConltell had his
troubles as he could only
come
up with an HH 0
average
tor
the
three
rounds
"MARK was reconstructing his swing He had to
change his grip because ot a
wnsl injury and he had dilti
cully with his timing and
adjusting to the new grip
Piper explained
Al Duke, the second round
was postponed because ol an
overnight
snowlall
The
Falcons were paced by
Wallers
75.
while
McC'onnell and freshman

Bob Belinonte had 77s
Steve Mossing Fired a 78 and
Jim Decker and Jim Smith
added 79s
Piper was very pleased
With Mailing's lotal as the
sophomore came back from
a disastrous first nine score
ol 44 lo shoot a one undei
par 34 lo linish with a 78
The B(> mentor also had
words
ol
praise
ten
freshmen Jim Decker and
Tom Cooper
I
think
Decker
has
played quite well for .1
freshman,"
Piper
said
Cooper unproved greatly
during the whole trip; he
came down trom the 90*1 to
the 70 s dm ing the week
"NO ONE on Ihe team is
putting well yet. bul that's
typical ol early in the
season
Pipet said The BG
coach sees a real nip-and-

nick battle in the Mid
American Conference ilns
spring with U(i lighting with
Miami Kent Slate and Ol'
for the loop crown.
The Falcons are two year
defending champs, but both
Miami and OU lioished
ahead ot I hem in the Bed
Fox tournament
Piper «ill use waiters.
McC'onnell,
Decker
Belmonte
Mossing
and
Cooper
in
tomol row

Who knows what evil lurks
in the minds of the Falcon
laciosseis- The question
might be answered at 2 p.m
tomorrow at the Stadium
when the stickers attempt to
avenge last year's opening
loss to the Notre Dame
Irish
Coach Mickey Cochrane
will unveil his ninth Falcon
edition with a
host ol
returning lettermen, a solid
defense,
three
capable
goalies and well-rounded
scoring.
"We are ready to play We
need a game badly.' said
Cochrane
We are tired ol
playing ourselves and ready
to see how good we are.
The goalie position is a
three ring
toss-up
SOIIM
coaches lack one goalie good
enough, but Cochrane said
he
has
three
capable
starters.
"I'm
pleased
and
disappointed I've got the
best of three possibilities to
choose from. I'm choosing
Kelly i Ah because he was
the besl on spring trip
overall."

COCHRANE

DOESN'T

know much about Ihe Irish
this year
All I know is they beat us
lasi year, added Cochrane
"The key will be in 0111
multicld We have a lol ol
people who call score- it s

game. But I think we can do
it".

balanced We are going to
have to shoot more and take
some chances."
The players are anxious
for the start of the season
They remember last year's
5-4 loss in triple overtime to
Notre Dame
"Our team
has more
depth this year, and we
ai en I going to take them too
lightly again."' said midfield
man c middle i Bich Alpert.
Junior
middie
Tony
"Mario" Vaccaro is taking a
conservative approach and
doesn't
want
the
same
outcome as last year
"I'm taking the games
this season one by one said
Vaccaro
I want to start
the season on a good note by
beating them Notre Dame
will be shooting high tor us
because this is their big

THE DEFENSE is paced
by
two
lettermen
Bob
Malekoff and Mike Wilcox
Tomorrow's match is the
jump for a good seasonpossibly
undeleated -and
from the spring trip achievements, the Falcons should
be ready to take on the
Fighting Irish.
I think they will be
good." said Malekoff "But
the
way
we played in
Baltimore, we -tumid winwe played good.''
Wilcox isn't overlooking
Notre Dame In fact, he said
he has been wailing a whole
year to play them again
I have been thinking
about this for a year, but
even though it the game
doesn't have any bearing on

Ruggers meet Grays
The Bowling (ireen rugby team will open its 1974 spring
season at 1 p.m . tomorrow against the Old Grays in
Cleveland
Gunning for their 12th consecutive winning season, the
Falcon ruggers are ranked 15th in the nation Texas A&M
holds down the top spot with Air F'orce rated second. Ohio
St.it.. third and Florida Slate lourth. respectively.
Despite ihe lacl that last fall was a rebuilding and
experimentation season, the ruggers ended with a 9-6 record
with the B" team retaining the Mid-American Conference
Unfortunately, the BG rugby team will be without three
longtime veterans this spring Club president and "A" team
captain, Hick Born, will miss his tinal season because of a
knee injury Boger Mazzarella "B team captain six-year
veteran, along with forward Jim Fish are recovering from
shoulder operations
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DOMINO'S PIZZA

3.00

16"

Hours!
Mon.-Thurs.
Fn. &Sat.
Sunday

s

4.50

352-5221

CHI O'S

945 S. Main St.

Phone, 352-0875

WIOTFM preterits

turn

Now Accepting Lease Applications
For June and September

Are proud to
welcome their
new Neophytes
into the nest.

11 00 AM 10:00 PM
11:00 A.M.-11:00 P.M.
11:00 A.M.- 8:00 P.M.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE TILL 1:00 A.M.

MERCER RD. at Clough St.

the Niyhl Tripper
with

C4PT4JN
EEEfHEACT

Married Couples and Mature Singles • 12 mo. leases
Group Rates for
9 & 12-month leases
Featuring:
2 b.r. spacious apts. w. balcony. Excellent sound control, heating, cooking, & airconditioning, cablevision included in rent. Quality furniture, limited number of
lakeside apts. available.

Friday. April 19 8pm
Toledo Sports Arena
One Main St • Toledo. Ohio

For appointment to see

Tickets * 50 m advance 5 50 the day of the show available at Toledo
Sports Arena Central Travel and Ticket Agency Mason* Auditorium Box
Oftxe Sears n the Woodwlie Mail Revelations Clothes. Headquarters.
G'mnells. Hudson's. Unrversity ot Toledo. Finders Records and Metamor
phosis Clothes

Call 352-0164
M W F 1-5 p.m.

EL ALAMO RESTAURANT

y ^^^^^.■y.^y.^.^.y.^.^^^^ g ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ +++
¥
SOUTH SIDE SIX WISHES
¥
¥ TO WELCOME STUDENTS BACK!
*

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

**** POP SPECIAL -¥•*•¥■¥

DR. PEPPER AND 7-UP
8-PACK16 OZ. FOR ONLY 79C

¥
£

1974
ENCHANTED HILLS PLAYHOUSE
Guys and Dolls
Don't Drink The Water
Sweet Charity
Fiddler on the Roof
Wait Until Dark
Once Upon a Mattress

PLUS DEPOSIT

SOUTH SIDE SIX

Located in the
Stadium View Plaza

AUDITIONS FOR

This Summer's Season
includes

HOLD GOLD PRETZELS w^meM

(Visit El Alamo
Before You See The Movie!)

«*>"*»*«*»o*«*»*»*»«o*»*»o>'»*'»*«*«>*«

ALL PROCEEDS ARE
DONATED TO THE U.S.S. HOPE
AN INTERNATIONAL CHARITY

DINING ROOM

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Closed Sun.

1-6 p.m. MARCH 30

SPECIALIZING IN: "BAR-B-QUE MBS"
ELEGANT SALAD BAR

c/»u6/e cAets?

$

12"

- OUT OF SIGHT!

Open Mon.-Fn. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m. • 1 a.m.

DIXIE ELECTRIC COMPANY

• LUNCHEONS
• FINE DINING
• COCKTAILS

III

AT YOUR
CAMPUS STORE

Phono for Carry-Out - 352-4008

ALL CAMPUS TEA

MISS THE FUN!!!

f P/fi/£4PPLE
rea//y delicious ff

— Every Monday & Thursday

The
Falcon
thinclads
travel to the Ohio University
Relays April 5-6, before
returning to Whittaker Field
April 13 for their home
opener
against
Central
Michigan

"BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST RESTAURANT"

ERROR-FREE TYPING

Taco Special: 25c each!

at 1 p.m,

PAeWeve

The
Falcon
volleyball
team will open its 1974 home
season tomorrow against
George Williams College al
Anderson
Arena
The
contest begins al 7:30 p m
and is lice and open lo Ihe
public

Fine
Yj> MEXICAN
y
*%i&~ (g
Dining

The Bowling Green at
Toledo
track
meet,
originally
slated
for
Saturday at 2 p.m.. has been
rescheduled It will be held
Tuesday. April 2. at Toledo

352-5221

Volleyball

proudly brings you

Track
meet

WARM UP YOUR SPRING QTR.
DON'T

Drive For Domino's
Flexible Part-time Hours

TYPING ERRORS

rip

TWO FALCON goalies
sounded off about the big
game tomorrow, and related
what they remember about
last year's Irish match
"I'm
psyched-up.
but
nervous." said Pat Collura.
who
started
last year
against ND "If we just play
like we know how. we should
win."
Al Kelly, the top goalie
going into the 73 season,
sustained a preseason injury
and played very sparingly literally none This year he's
back in shape and he said he
feels 100 per cent ready to
start
"I'll be ready to go I had
a good spring especially
against Towson State I had
19 saves playing half of the
game." Kelly added

With excitement churning
in
the
practices
and
anxiousness for the season
to start, and especially to
get at Notre Dame. Alpert
summed up the way be
thinks.
"The defense is tough and
mean, and our man down
(penalty-killing i is doing excellent." he said. "We're all
looking great!"

championship

HELP WANTED!

morning's match

ERRORITE

the Midwest iconference),
it's the first step of possibly
going undefeated." he said
"Mentally we're ready for
them Fortunately we didn't
have any injuries on spring
trip, and physically we're in
good
shape
Our
team
defense is strong "

737 SOUTH MAIN

*

WEEKDAYS AND SUNDAY 9-11
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 9-12

k
£

AUDITIONS
SUNDAY, MARCH 31
Room 213, Music Building 1:00-4:00 p.m.
For further info caH Cher 372-3932

